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ABSTRACT 
A new process of measuring the magnetic field at the 

surface of a rotor provides an improved method of 
detecting rotor bar damage for a disassembled motor. 
Many current methods of rotor testing lack the 
sensitivity to detect rotor bar defects beyond major 
issues such as a broken rotor bar. Measuring the 
magnetic field of a rotor when excited from an external 
source allows for the detection of a wide variety of rotor 
defects such as brazed connection degradation, 
cracked rotor bars, broken rotor bars, and casting 
defects. This new method of rotor testing 
provides advantages over many current testing 
techniques in testing sensitivity, recording, reporting, 
illustration of machine condition to the end user, 
and testing safety. 

BACKGROUND 
An important stage of motor repair and manufacture 

is quality assurance testing of motor components 
before assembly. Investigating testing associated with 
squirrel-cage induction (SCI) motors, we find a range of 
tests have been developed in the motor industry to test 
stators and rotors in assembled and disassembled 
stages [1,2]. Examining the testing techniques available 
for disassembled SCI motors we find many options for 
advanced testing of the motor stator, while few options 
are available for rotor testing in a disassembled state. 
Of the techniques available for disassembled rotor 
testing many lack the required testing sensitivity, 
recording, reporting, and safety desired. 

The areas of interest in SCI rotor testing are the 
evaluation of rotor core and rotor cage windings. The 
primary area of concern for rotor damage detection is 
the rotor cage winding or rotor bars. The damage 
associated with the rotor cage winding can be classified 
in two categories, broken bars, major defects, or 
damaged bars, minor defects, which could be caused 
by a variety of flaws such as brazing damage to end-
rings, cracks in bars, or metallurgical defects such as 
casting porosities. Current disassembled SCI rotor 
testing options include visual inspection, dye 
penetration testing, ultrasound, growler testing, rated-
flux infrared testing, digital low resistance ohmmeter 
(DLRO) testing, and single phase rotation testing       
(Fig. 1) [3-5]. Available testing is capable of detecting 
major damage such as broken rotor bars, but many 
minor defects remain undetected during the 
disassembled SCI rotor testing phase. 

 

Due to deficiencies in these tests a series of new 
testing techniques are being investigated for 
disassembled SCI rotor testing. A method referred to as 
an “off-line flux injection probe” has shown progress in 
addressing deficiencies of existing test methods [6,7]. 
Additionally, a method referred to as a “rotor quality 
test” has recently been demonstrated as having 
improved the accuracy of rotor testing [8]. Both of these 
techniques have a degree of similarity to some previous 
automated growler testing, and all of these methods 
utilize a combination excitation and detection apparatus 
to evaluate the rotor cage circuit [5]. All of these new 
techniques seek to provide recorded test results with 
sensitivity levels capable of identifying both minor and 
major rotor defects along with determining the position 
of the defect. Additionally, these methods lend 
themselves to automation preventing the exposure of 
test personnel to safety risks during testing. 

Another technique under development for advanced 
disassembled SCI rotor testing is referred to as rotor 
magnetic field analysis (RMFA) testing [9-12]. The 
RMFA technique uses separate devices for excitation 
and measurement of rotor magnetic field characteristics 
in an automated test. The magnetic field measurement 
technology used in RMFA testing is based on the Hall-
effect and provides the sensitivity required for detection 
of both minor and major defects along with the ability to 
identify the specific area a rotor defect is located. 
Recent improvements to RMFA testing termed surface 
rotor magnetic field analysis (sRMFA) utilizes large 
arrays of magnetic field sensors to create a map of the 
magnetic flux density at the rotor surface for advanced 
rotor testing. 

FIGURE 1: TRADITIONAL ROTOR TESTING 

-Traditional rotor testing often relies on magnetic viewing film 
to visualize rotor cage elements along with an excitation 
source such as a growler. 
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RMFA TESTING CONCEPT 
The rotor magnetic field analysis (RMFA) technique 

builds on existing rotor testing technology to create a 
rotor evaluation method capable of providing a sensitive 
rotor defect test for unassembled motors [9-12]. The 
RMFA technique consists of an exciter and magnetic 
field measurement device (Fig. 2). The exciter, similar 
to a conventional growler, along with a variable AC 
power source, is used to induce current in the cage 
winding, or bars, of an induction rotor. The magnetic 
field measurement device, based on a directionally 
sensitive Hall-effect sensor technology, is used to 
measure the magnetic field associated with the rotor 
circuit. Both the exciter and detector are separated from 
the rotor by a small air-gap to allow the rotor to be 
rotated during testing [9-12]. The exciter and magnetic 
field measurement device, magnetometer, are 
separated axially along the rotor surface while aligned 
at the same angle. 

FIGURE 2: RMFA TEST CONFIGURATION 

-The RMFA test configuration consists of an exciter and 
magnetometer placed such that the rotor can be rotated 
during testing. 

FIGURE 3: RMFA TEST SIMULATION 

-The RMFA test is comprised of two areas of interest requiring 
simulation, the excitation plane and detection plane. 

FIGURE 4: RMFA SIMULATION DETAIL 

-These results show a difference in the magnetic flux density 
for undamaged, damaged, and broken rotor bars. 
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This separation of exciter and detector into two 
planes, the excitation and detection planes, is 
necessary to prevent the exciter from biasing the 
magnetic field measurements associated with the rotor 
elements (Fig. 3). The RMFA test process compares 
the magnetic field associated with current flow in each 
rotor bar, where a rotor bar or cage defect yields a 
difference in current flow. Defects such as rotor bar 
cracks, end-ring brazing damage, or porosities in the 
conductive rotor elements can result in variations to the 
rotor cage resistance that impact the uniformity of rotor 
cage current flow on a per bar basis. An example of 
these changes to current flow from rotor bar defects and 
the resulting impact to rotor magnetic flux density can 
be seen in the finite element analysis shown in Fig. 4, 
where the plot colors indicate magnetic flux density.  

Measuring the magnetic flux density around the 
circumference of the rotor, while under the influence of 
AC induction from an exciter, will yield a cyclical pattern 
of magnetic flux density with the highest measurements 
occurring directly above each rotor bar (Fig. 5). 
Extending this data gathering process for an entire rotor 
yields a complete mapping of the rotor’s magnetic flux 
density on the surface of the rotor at the detection plane 
(Fig. 6). With RMFA testing there is no absolute 
magnetic flux density value which represents an 
undamaged rotor bar; instead, a statistical comparison 
of each bar’s magnetic flux density is used to identify 
the position of suspected damaged bars or broken bars. 
These test results are most intuitively presented in a 
polar form where the angular position of the magnetic 
flux density measurements correspond to the rotor 
position during testing, and the magnitude of the 
magnetic flux density is normalized. It is not uncommon 
to see a degree of variation on a per-bar basis of 
magnetic flux density measurements associated with 
an undamaged rotor (Fig. 7).  

Continuing research is focused on refining thresholds 
for defect identification. A variation of the magnetic flux 
density of more than 50%-75% from the highest rotor 
bar measurement is considered a possible defect. 

FIGURE 5: MAGNETIC FLUX DENSITY VARIATION 

-A cyclical variation of magnetic flux density is found over the 
surface of each rotor bar.  

This defect detection threshold has been established 
through case study investigations in which known 
defective rotors were analyzed via traditional methods 
along with RMFA testing, visual inspection, and 
destructive evaluation. Caution should be taken when 
interpreting RMFA results as some phenomena such as 
residual magnetism of the rotor, or rotor construction 
features could bias test results interpretation [10,12]. 

FIGURE 6: RMFA TEST RESULT 

-A typical RMFA test polar plot indicating an undamaged rotor. 
 

FIGURE 7: NORMAL VARIATION IN RESULTS 

-Normal variation in some rotors does not indicate a defect. 
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RMFA TESTING EXAMPLES 
A case study shown here documents a 1,500hp 

720rpm induction machine rotor evaluated with RMFA 
testing. The rotor was constructed of copper bars in a 
fabricated open-slot design fashion. The rotor was 
damaged by exposure to H2S gas in which the rotor bar 
brazed connections to the end-ring were compromised. 
The rotor end-ring damage was visible during an 
inspection, and an example of the damage found can 
be seen in Fig. 8. RMFA testing of the rotor can be seen 
to identify defects in the rotor cage circuit indicating that 
the rotor bar to end-ring connection required repair    
(Fig. 9). RMFA test results identify damaged or broken 
bars by identifying their angular location in degrees and 
their associated bar number beginning at a 0° starting 
point. The RMFA test identifies several damaged bar 
circuits in bars numbered 6,9,12,18, and 55 starting at 
0°. Additionally, testing indicates the presence of 
broken bars at bar number locations 5,8,10,17,19, 
50,52,53, and 54. These RMFA test results were 
corroborated through visual inspection showing 
cracked or corroded rotor cage connections. The total 
time to complete this RMFA test was approximately 15 
minutes with result plotting and damage identification 
occurring automatically with a custom software 
package created for RMFA analysis. 

After determining the scope of rotor damage, a repair 
process was initiated, which consisted of sandblasting 
the rotor end-ring connections and re-brazing the 
connections. A post-repair RMFA test demonstrates the 
effectiveness of the rotor repair activities (Fig. 10). The 
post-repair RMFA test finds no bars below a preset 50% 
deviation threshold. The 50% deviation threshold is a 
common test threshold for an open-slot rotor design. 
Some natural variation in the rotor magnetic flux density 
can still be seen in the post-repair RMFA test results. 
These normal variations are thought to stem from 
sources such as rotor bar to core conductivity variation 
and rotor core inter-laminar insulation variation. 

FIGURE 8: ROTOR CAGE DAMAGE 

-Rotor end-ring brazing damage caused by H2S exposure. 

FIGURE 9: PRE-REPAIR RMFA TEST RESULT 

-5 damaged bars and 9 broken bars out of 68 total rotor bars. 

FIGURE 10: POST-REPAIR RMFA TEST RESULT 

-No damaged or broken bars detected. 
 
The RMFA testing process associated with this repair 

allowed for the verification that visible damage required 
remediation and was not cosmetic. Further post-repair 
testing provided validation that the repair process had 
been successful. These test results provided the 
operator with clear documentation that repair processes 
had been completed correctly. The correlation found 
between photographic evidence of H2S surface 
degradation and rotor cage defects provides the 
operator with future guidance on defect identification.  
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RMFA TESTING SUMMARY 
Testing of disassembled induction machine rotors via 

RMFA provides some important improvements to 
currently available testing techniques. This testing 
technique can be performed automatically, enhancing 
accuracy and safety. RMFA allows for the detection of 
both damaged and broken rotor bars. Many available 
testing methods such as magnetic viewing film 
evaluation or visible inspection can only identify 
substantial rotor damage such as a broken bar. RMFA 
allows for the localization of damaged or broken rotor 
cage elements providing an angular position and rotor 
bar number for any suspected locations of damage. The 
magnetic flux density patterns produced by RMFA 
testing are repeatable and encode unique features of a 
rotor’s electromagnetic circuit. This RMFA signature is 
unique to each rotor and can be used to track the aging 
process of a rotor over time during preventative 
maintenance shop servicing. Combined with damage 
detection and the monitoring of RMFA signatures, 
RMFA testing can be used to identify both developed 
and incipient failures. RMFA provides this advanced 
defect detection along with numerical testing results 
appropriate for automatic test interpretation, report 
generation and trending. 

SRMFA TESTING CONCEPT 
With increasing experience utilizing RMFA testing, it 

has been discovered that RMFA is particularly well 
suited to finding end-ring to rotor bar connection defects 
while some intra-core defects may prove difficult to 
detect. These intra-core defect modes are difficult to 
detect when performing magnetic field analysis along a 
single axial plane if the rotor core to rotor bar interface 
resistance is low, or highly variable. In an effort to 
enhance RMFA defect detection capabilities, the testing 
technique has been improved by increasing the number 
of sensors used. Measurement of the entire rotor 
surface magnetic flux density is utilized in a surface 
rotor magnetic field analysis (sRMFA) technique. 
Several advancements were required to enable this 
new technique including custom magnetic field sensor 
arrays and novel data processing algorithms.  

Measuring the entire rotor surface magnetic flux 
density requires a linear array of sensors in contrast to 
the single sensor technology used in RMFA along with 
an excitation method and automated controls (Fig. 11). 
A typical rotor test configuration could require as many 
as 200 magnetic field sensors generating 250 million 
measurements per test or more. The sRMFA test 
consists of an excitation source and magnetic flux 
density probe array (Fig. 12). The sRMFA probe array 
is comprised of modules which can be added based on 
the rotor length (Fig. 13). Each module consists of 16 
directionally sensitive Hall-effect sensors enabling the 
simultaneous measurement of the rotor surface at a 
resolution of ~three sensors per inch in a single rotation 
of the rotor. 

FIGURE 11: SRMFA TEST CONFIGURATION 

Similar to the interpretation of RMFA results, the 
process of examining sRMFA results is one of 
comparing the maximum normalized flux density 
associated with a rotor bar to that of other rotor bars 
looking for a statistical deviation from the average peak 
magnetic flux density. Defects with the rotor cage circuit 
whether they be in the end-ring or inside the body of a 
rotor bar will impact current flow in the rotor cage and 
exhibit a reduced magnetic flux density in comparison 
to a rotor bar which is not compromised by a defect. 

In contrast to the polar plots for RMFA measurements 
made in the detection plane of a rotor, sRMFA test 
results are plotted as a two-dimensional graph of the 
rotor surface in the axial and radial dimensions along 
with a color mapped indication of the magnetic flux 
density after it has been normalized (Fig. 14). 
Examining sRMFA results, each horizontal line is a 
visual representation of the magnetic field associated 
with each rotor bar. Referring to the magnetic flux 
density key, a dark red color represents the relative 
maximum magnetic flux density detected which is 
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located directly above each rotor bar. A defect in the 
rotor bar circuit will result in a variation of the cyclical 
magnetic flux density pattern. 

Interpretation of sRMFA data occurs similarly to that 
of RMFA data in that statistical variation in the magnetic 
flux density is examined on a per sensor basis. Not all 
pattern deviations are the result of a defect. Some 
pattern deviations are artifacts of rotor construction 
topology. Rotor design features such as radial air-ducts, 
axial air ducts, rotor bar swaging, and rotor spiders can 
create a flux density variation.  

The test configuration of rotor test instrumentation 
and the excitation source for sRMFA varies in some 
circumstances from the basic test topology developed 
for RMFA testing (Fig. 12). The primary method of rotor 
cage current induction utilizes a non-contact exciter to 
induce a time-varying current at mains frequency in the 
rotor bars. Supplemental induction methods have been 
adopted for closed-slot cast aluminum or cast copper 
cage designs. These closed slot designs necessitate a 
direct connection to the end rings of the rotor in which a 
DC or AC is injected. Another supplemental method 
appropriate for open or closed slot rotors that may not 
have a shaft based on the manufacturing stage can be 
tested utilizing an AC inducing loop which is placed 
through the rotor core bore. The final method of rotor 
current induction utilizes a completed rotor’s shaft as a 
conductive path to induce rotor bar currents; however, 
this method has proven to create a variety of false 
defect indications which limit its utility. 

FIGURE 12: SRMFA INDUCTION METHODS 

 
 -sRMFA induction methods are chosen based on rotor design. 

FIGURE 13: SRMFA PROBE ARRAY 

-The sRMFA probe modules are designed with a sensor 
spacing of 8mm  

FIGURE 14: SRMFA TEST RESULTS 

-sRMFA test results are visualized as two-dimensional color 
mapped plots of normalized magnetic flux density. 
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SRMFA TESTING EXAMPLES 
Three examples of sRMFA are presented to 

familiarize the reader with sRMFA plot interpretation. 
These examples were selected to present a  defect-free 
rotor, a rotor with broken rotor bars, and a rotor with a 
damaged cage winding due to casting porosity 
formation. Automatic interpretation of sRMFA test 
results is possible; however, the focus of these 
examples will concentrate on visual analysis.  

sRMFA example number one presents a defect-free 
rotor. The rotor associated with this example is an 
800hp 3,600rpm cast aluminum closed-slot design. An 
end-ring direct connect AC induction method was used 
for this test. Examining the results of sRMFA testing 
related to example number one reveals a cyclical 
magnetic flux density pattern that is consistent for 360° 
of angular rotation across the entire rotor core axial 
length (Fig. 15). Note, some axially localized variations 
are possible for an undamaged rotor. Rotor features 
such as radial air ducts or rotor bar swaging can create 
signatures in a sRMFA plot.  

sRMFA testing example number two presents a 
surface magnetic flux density plot of a damaged rotor 
with broken rotor bars. The rotor associated with this 
example was tested before repair and previously 
discussed in the RMFA testing examples section, 
Figure 9. The 1,500hp 720rpm fabricated copper open-
slot rotor had already been identified as having 14 
broken and damaged bars, which are easily identified 
viewing the sRMFA plot (Fig. 16). This test was 
performed utilizing a non-contact exciter induction 
method. Areas of defect are found at angular positions 
of 45°, 90°, and 270° which correlates well with previous 
RMFA testing. The sRMFA testing further reveals areas 
of damage that are not detectable over the entire axial 
length of the rotor. These axially localized areas of 
damage around 45° and 292° would previously be 
undetectable with RMFA testing.  

The third example of sRMFA testing presents results 
for a damaged rotor impacted by casting porosities. The 
rotor associated with this test is a 600hp 3,600rpm cast 
aluminum closed-slot rotor design. An end-ring direct 
connect AC induction method was used for this test. 
Examining the magnetic flux density plot defects are 
clearly identifiable (Fig. 17). Variations in the flux 
density plot are seen in the radial domain as well as 
localized variation in the axial domain. A large area of 
flux density variation is found centered about 180° 
along with a localized area of damage found at ~180° 
and an axial position of 900mm. Examination of the 
rotor provided evidence that casting porosities are the 
likely source of these defects based on concentrated 
balancing weight and casting voids visible at the rotor 
end-ring surface. Although RMFA testing would have 
correctly identified this rotor as damaged, sRMFA 
provides some enhanced characterization of the rotor 
defects. 

FIGURE 15: SRMFA EXAMPLE #1 

-Example sRMFA test result of an undamaged rotor. 
 

FIGURE 16: SRMFA EXAMPLE #2 

- Example sRMFA test result of a damaged rotor. 
 

FIGURE 17: SRMFA EXAMPLE #3 

- Example sRMFA test result of a damaged rotor. 
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SRMFA TESTING SUMMARY 
Surface rotor magnetic field analysis (sRMFA) was 

developed to extend the sensitivity of RMFA testing to 
detect axially localized rotor damage that may not be 
detectable with RMFA testing depending on the location 
of the detection plane. Using an array of magnetic field 
sensors enabled characterization of the magnetic flux 
density over the entire surface of a rotor. The sRMFA 
testing technique may require different excitation 
strategies for different rotor construction techniques, 
namely end-ring direct connect induction is required of 
closed-slot rotor designs.  

The examples presented here demonstrate the 
success of sRMFA in identifying rotor defects which 
could not be characterized with RMFA testing. All 
sRMFA data sets can be converted to the RMFA 
equivalent by selecting a single axially located sensor 
as the detection plane. Although sRMFA result plots 
lend themselves to visual interpretation, automated test 
analysis is possible in a similar manner to RMFA on a 
per sensor basis. 

CONCLUSION 
The RMFA and sRMFA testing techniques presented 

provide an improved option for testing disassembled 
SCI rotors. Although not discussed here, research has 
shown that other rotor types such as synchronous 
rotors, synchronous reluctance rotors, and permanent 
magnet rotors can be characterized with RMFA and 
sRMFA testing. The utilization of Hall-effect sensors for 
defect detection makes this testing technique flexible in 
both probe placement option and induction source 
configuration. The method of magnetic flux density 
measurement provides the sensitivity needed for 
detection of both minor and major rotor defects. The 
digital acquisition of magnetic flux density allows for 
automatic test interpretation and reporting, aiding in the 
documentation, analysis, and communication of rotor 
condition. The output of this reporting provides 
actionable information as to the magnitude and position 
of rotor defects. The ability to compare small changes 
in flux density patterns over time offers the ability to 
evaluate a rotor over its operational life and detect flaws 
before a failure occurs. These test technique features 
lend themselves to testing a rotor in a fully automated 
fashion, enhancing test repeatability and operator 
safety concerning hazards such as electric shock and 
arc flash. 

The techniques of RMFA and sRMFA along with 
other new advanced rotor test methods compliment 
techniques already used with assembled motors such 
as motor current signature analysis (MCSA) for on-line 
testing, and rotor influence check (RIC) for off-line 
testing [1-5]. When an advanced disassembled rotor 
testing technique is used in conjunction with online 
assembled and off-line assembled rotor testing a 
complete analysis suite is available to validate machine 
condition throughout the asset lifecycle. 
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